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Main Point: Since we are accepted by Christ, we must accept one another. 
 
Two Tendencies 

1. We like to                                         . 
2. We long to                                   others. 

• We can easily fall into thinking the way we view life or the way we do things is 
correct, and therefore those who differ from us must be                                . 

 
Avenues to Acceptance (A.C.C.E.P.T.) 

1. Avoid passing                                   (1-4). 
• In other translations, the word “welcome” is translated “accept” and means “to take 

to oneself, to kindly                                      in one’s company.” 
• We are to do more than just put up with each other; we’re exhorted to extend warm 

________________ and not turn a cold shoulder. 
• We are to allow others the freedom to                          convictions which are unlike 

ours and to welcome them in spite of that difference. 
• The word “opinions” refers to what is                                     or doubtful. 
• Three categories in Scripture: 

o Things that are                              (Romans 13:1). 
o Things that are                                 (Romans 13:13). 
o Issues of                                      and preference which involve secondary matters. 

• A disputable matter is an honest difference of opinion between Bible believing 
Christians on how to best                             a biblical principle. 

• We are told not to “                          ” over opinions (2 Timothy 2:14). 
• The real problem had nothing to do with meat; it was an                                         issue. 
• Despise literally means, “to utterly despise with scorn and regard as                         ; 

to throw out like trash.” It also refers to “pushing someone out.” 
• To “pass judgment” has the idea of sitting in judgment and refers to the punishment 

reserved for those who have                                        God’s laws. 
• We have                                   in the gray areas. 
• Verse 4 makes it clear we must not take the place of God in someone’s life. 

2. C                              to live for the Lord alone (5-12). 
• We’re all at different                                   in our spiritual journey. 



• We’re not to automatically adopt the convictions of others but instead to give 
careful thought and prayerful                                                    to all the principles taught 
in the Word of God. 

• We shouldn’t                                       or look down on others (vs. 10). 
• The phrase “judgment seat” comes from the place where the judges as at athletic 

contests. 
3. C                                 yourself in love (13-18). 

• Our liberty must always be tempered by                     as we recognize our attitudes 
and actions often have an affect on others (vs 15). 

• The word “grieved” has the idea of                                              when a loved one dies. 
4. E                       everyone you can (19-21). 

• The word “upbuilding” or edify, is a construction term used to describe the process 
of making a building                                    . 

• “Destroy” is also a construction term for                                    down a building. 
• My highest priority in relationships with others should be their                               , not 

their demolition. 
• Kevin DeYoung’s “Distinguishing Marks of a Quarrelsome Person” 

o You defend every conviction with the same degree of                                      . 
o You are quick to                                   and slow to listen. 
o You have no unarticulated opinions. 
o Your first instinct is to                                  ; you last instinct is to encourage. 
o You never give the benefit of the                         . 

5. Personalize your convictions                                         (22-23). 
• The way of wisdom is to keep some things private. 

6. T                                       people like Jesus does (15:1-7). 
• Jesus is both our model and                                           (vs. 7). 
• Since Jesus accepts us                                          , we should therefore accept others 

the same way. 
 
 


